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 Majority choice and the objective function
 of the firm under uncertainty

 Simon Benninga

 and

 Eitan Muller

 A set of production vectors is said to fulfill the (i current spanning" condition
 if any firm's current production vector is spanned by the rest of the market.
 Our major theorem shows that, given current spanning, a production plan may
 be found which will always win the approval ofa majority of the firm's initial
 shareholders. Furthermore, these shareholders are shown to be the only ones
 concerned with the firm's production plans. Finally, we show that an equilib?
 rium exists in which all firms choose plans approved by a majority of their
 shareholders.

 1. Introduction

 ? Shareholder decisions in large organizations are made by majority rule,
 and economic theory has traditionally supported this method of decisionmaking
 by establishing that there exists a unique, value-maximizing set of investments
 for the firm which will be the unanimous choice of all shareholders (see, for
 example, Arrow (1964)). However, since the publication of papers by Jensen
 and Long (1972) and Stiglitz (1972), it has been known that value maximization
 may be neither a clearly defined firm objective nor one preferred by a majority
 (or indeed any) of the firm's shareholders. Subsequent papers by Ekern and
 Wilson (E-W) (1974), Leland (1974), and Radner (1974) showed that share?
 holders might be unanimous as to preferences over marginal changes in firm
 production plans as long as these were made in a limited subspace of all possible
 plans. Specifically, shareholder unanimity holds if any new production plan does
 "not alter the state-distributions of returns available in the economy" (E-W,
 1974, p. 175).

 This condition, which we call the E-W spanning condition, is extremely
 restrictive. To see this, consider the following example. Suppose there are
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 BENNINGA AND MULLER / 671

 three states and three firms. Assume that current state-dependent return vectors
 are:

 Firm 1: (3,3,3)

 Firm 2: (1,2,2)

 Firm 3: (2,1,1).

 The E-W spanning condition requires that any change in production must be
 such that the last two components of the new vector of returns are equal.
 The restrictiveness ofthe E-W condition is such that it is obvious that in practical
 situations unanimity will rarely exist; see for example Satterthwaite (1977).

 In this paper we introduce a different spanning condition, which we call
 current spanning. This condition requires that each firm's current production
 vector be spanned by the rest of the market. In the above example, current
 spanning is guaranteed since the sum of the return vectors of firms 2 and 3 equals
 the return vector of firm 1. However, the existence of E-W spanning depends
 on the production technology. If firm 1 adds e to its inputs and the resulting return
 vector becomes (3, 3 + X, 3 + X), then the E-W spanning condition holds. If,
 on the other hand, firm 1 adds e to its input and the resulting return vector
 becomes (3, 3 + X, 3 + 8), where 8 + X, then the E-W spanning does not hold,
 since the new return vector cannot be written as a linear combination of the

 original return vectors. Note that in both cases current spanning holds, since it
 does not depend on the production technology.

 As we shall show, the current spanning condition guarantees the existence
 of a production plan which will always win the approval of a majority of the
 firm's shareholders. Thus, even in incomplete markets, where the E-W spanning
 condition does not hold, the firm's objective may be established by a majority
 vote. In the above example current spanning holds; thus, with no restrictions
 on the production technologies (as required by the E-W spanning condition),
 majority voting may be used to establish a firm production plan. Moreover,
 shareholders will have no incentive to misrepresent their preferences in this
 voting procedure. The literature thus far has dealt exclusively with unanimous
 shareholder decisions.1 Clearly, majority rule has a much wider range of appli?
 cation.

 The structure of the paper is as follows: We examine the problem which
 faces a firm in a typical period of an Az-period model. The firm must decide
 how much of its current production income to distribute as dividends and how
 much to retain for the purchase of firm inputs in the next period. We examine
 a situation where individuals have made optimal portfolio decisions, given cur?
 rent market prices and firm plans. We then ask about the individual's prefer?
 ences over retained earnings. Given current spanning, initial shareholders are
 shown to have single-peaked preferences over the firm's retained earnings, and
 furthermore, these shareholders will be the only ones concerned with the firm's
 production plans. In this setting, no individual shareholder will find it advan?
 tageous to misrepresent his preferences. Thus, each shareholder will vote sin-

 1 An exception is Gevers (1974). Gevers makes two claims: First, a majority choice
 equilibrium may not exist. As we show, plausible sufficient conditions exist to invalidate this
 statement. Second, Gevers correctly states that a majority choice equilibrium may not be
 Pareto optimal.
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 cerely, and majority rule will yield a single (and stable) outcome. Finally, we
 show that an equilibrium exists in which all firms choose plans approved by
 the majority of their shareholders.

 2. The model

 ? We suppose there to be only one physical good, whose price will always be
 one. The assumption about the number of goods is made for simplicity only;
 as we show in Section 7, the generalization of the model to many goods and
 many periods is straightforward.

 There are / individuals (consumers) and J firms. There are two periods;
 where the need exists, "today" will be subscripted by 0, and states tomorrow
 will be indicated by m, m = 1, . . . , M. Thus, for example, the consumption
 of consumer / will be denoted by xt = (xi0, xn, . . . , xiM), where the first com?
 ponent of the vector denotes today's consumption and the other components
 denote consumption tomorrow if state m obtains. The securities of each of
 the J firms are traded today (tomorrow the firms liquidate, and there is conse?
 quently no trade in their securities). The vector of security prices will be de?
 noted by p = (pb, /?!,..., pj), where px, . . . , pj are the prices of shares of
 firms 1, . . . , J, respectively, and pb is the price of a riskless bond.

 ? Firms. Each of the J firms enters period 0 with an endowment of bonds
 bj. As mentioned in the introduction, our two periods are to be thought of as
 two "typical" periods in an n-period model; thus the endowment of bonds
 should be thought of as the earnings from last period retained to the current
 period in the form of bonds. This endowment is now used to purchase inputs
 zj0 for the purpose of producing outputs yj0(2j0) in period 0. Since the price
 of the physical good is one, yjo(Zjo) is the total production income for firm
 j in period 0.

 In addition to producing in period 0, firm,/ pays dividends from its produc?
 tion income and retains the remainder of its earnings (if any) in the form of
 bonds which are redeemed in the next period.2 If the price of the riskless bond
 is pb, and if the firm buys b5 (nominal value) of these riskless bonds, the total
 amount spent on riskless bonds by firm,/ will be/?&&,; it is this quantity which we
 shall call the retained earnings of firm,/ in period 0.

 Production tomorrow is assumed to be stochastic; having retained earnings
 in the amount of pjb5 in period 0, firm,/ will produce yjm(zjm) tomorrow if
 state m occurs, where zjm = bj. In the multigood model, the firm will maximize
 its production income in state m, subject to the constraint that the costs of the
 inputs will not exceed the amount b5. (The function yjm will be assumed to be
 real-valued, nonnegative, bounded, and concave.)

 Firm,/ may pay dividends to its shareholders in both period 0 and in the
 first period. There is, however, a difference between dividends paid in period 0
 and those paid in the first period: The former are paid to initial shareholders
 (those individuals / for whom/^ > 0), while the latter are paid to those whose
 shareholdings in firm j at the end of period 0 are positive (those / for whom
 fj > 0). The dividends paid by firm,/ in the present are yj0(zJ0) - Phbj. In the

 2 Although the introduction of bonds might seem an unnecessary complication, it makes
 the generalization to many goods a straightforward one.
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 first period, dividends will depend on the earnings retained by the firm in period
 0. If the firm has purchased inputs zjm in state m out of retained earnings,
 dividends in state m will be yjm(zjm).

 It is convenient to place one budget constraint on the firm. The reason
 for doing so will become apparent in the proof of the existence of equilibrium
 in Section 6. We require that the firm's retained earnings come out of production
 income in period 0.3 Thus we require

 yj0(zj0) - pbbj > 0. (1)

 ? Consumers. Each consumer receives an endowment of bonds bt in period
 zero. As in the case of the firm (since we are considering two periods in an
 rc-period model), bt should be thought of as consumer /'s debt (if b{ < 0) from
 having sold bonds in the "previous" period. If bt > 0, it represents repayment
 of debt from bonds purchased in the "previous" period. In addition, each con?
 sumer receives an endowment of the commodity in both period zero and every
 state of the first period. For consumer /, denote this endowment by (bih, h
 = 0, 1, . . . , M. We shall assume that all endowments are strictly positive.
 In addition to his endowment, consumer / will be assumed to possess an initial
 portfolio of shares at the beginning of the first period. Denoting this portfolio by
 fi = (fiu ? . . ,fu), we shall assume:

 ftj > 0, for every / and every j, (2)

 2/u = 1, for every j. (3)
 i

 Given firm retained earnings, pijbj, for eachy, consumer / chooses a con?
 sumption vector Xj = (xi0, xn, . . . , xiM), a share portfolio/; = (fn, . . . ,fu),
 and a nominal amount of bonds bt. Budget constraints for consumer / are
 given by

 *io ^ I Pjifij - fj) + I Myjo - Pbbj) + a>io + &i- Pbbi (4)
 j j

 Xim ^ 2/ijyjm + bt + (bim. (5)
 j

 Note that we have placed no positivity constraint on consumer f s purchases of
 new shares. Thus we allow ftj to be either positive or negative ;fj < 0 denotes
 "short sales" by consumer / of firm,/ 's shares.

 3. Consumer maximization and implicit prices4
 ? Each consumer / maximizes a utility function defined on his consumption
 vector Aj. We shall assume that this function U^xi) is twice continuously dif?
 ferentiable, strictly concave, and increasing in each argument. Furthermore,
 we assume that

 dUJdXih -? oo as xih -? 0, for all h = 0, 1, . . . , M. (6)

 3 Equation (1) follows the usual logic of a corporate society: Shareholders in a firm need
 not be required to pay for inputs purchased by the firm in excess of its production income. If
 markets were complete, it might be that all shareholders would be willing to pay for such inputs;
 since we are primarily concerned with incomplete markets, however, it seems more logical to
 eliminate this possibility.

 4 The analysis of this section owes much to Baron (1978).
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 Now assume that, given prices/? = (pb,pt, . . . , pj) and firm retained earn?
 ings, consumer / maximizes Ut at (xf,ff,bf). Then strict equality must exist
 in the budget constraint equations, and we may thus write Uf as a function of
 the securities portfolio,

 Ui(xf) = UtftM). (7)

 Differentiating to obtain the first-order maximum conditions, we obtain

 dfj m dUJdXio

 where the partial derivatives are evaluated at xf. Letting qln denote the quo-
 tient of the partial derivatives so defined yields:

 Pj = 2 qinyjmiZjm), j = 1, . . . ,J. (9)
 m

 pb = Z ql. (10)
 m

 The qln are known as the individual's implicit prices for state m. See Baron
 (1978). Note that the ^'s depend on specific firm production plans.

 4. Current spanning and consumer preferences over firm
 plans

 ? In this section we introduce the notion of current spanning. As previously
 noted, our purpose is to explain firm behavior in incomplete markets where the
 E-W spanning property is not satisfied. While current spanning and E-W span?
 ning are disjoint conditions, the implications ofthe current-spanning condition
 are less radical than those of E-W spanning. Our result is less radical as well;
 we shall show that instead of shareholder unanimity, there exists majority
 agreement among shareholders on production plans.

 Current spanning is satisfied when any firm's present vector of returns is
 spanned by the other firms' current return vectors. Thus, letting yh = (yhl,
 ? ? ? , yhm) denote firm /*'s vector of returns, we have

 yj= 2 oihjyh, foraliy. (11)
 h*j

 On the other hand, the E-W spanning condition states that any new production
 plan obtained by a small change in the current production plan is spanned by
 current return vectors. Clearly, barring second-order effects, the condition can
 be stated as

 yi = 2 Ph3yh>
 h

 That is, the marginal production is spanned by current return vectors.
 We now proceed to give two examples which show that the two condi?

 tions are independent. They will also illustrate the intuition behind current
 spanning.

 Example 1: E-W spanning and not current spanning. Let there be three states
 and three firms. Assume that at current bond sales, bl9 b29 b3, the return vectors
 are
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 yi(bt) = (3,3,3)

 y2(b2) = (1,2,2)

 y3(b3) = (1,2,2).

 The E-W condition requires that if y1(b1 + Abt) is the new production
 vector when Ab1 is added to inputs, then

 y^bi + AiO = (3 + ktAbu 3 + k2Abu 3 + X2Abi).

 Thus, as long as changes in production are equal in the last two coordinates,
 the market satisfies E-W spanning. Note that in this example current spanning
 does not exist, since yx cannot be written as a linear combination of y2 and y3.

 Example 2: current spanning and not E-W spanning. Let there be 3 firms and 3
 states. Assume that at current bond sales, bl9 b2, b3, the return vectors are

 yi(bt) = (3,3,3)

 y2(b2) = (1,2,2)

 y3(b3) = (2,1,1).

 Clearly, since yt = y2 + ^3, current spanning exists. On the other hand,
 suppose Y1(b1 + Abt) = (3,3 + kAbu3 + 8Ab1).Theny1(b1 + Abx) cannot be
 spanned by yl9 y2, y3 as long as k =? 8.

 Note that the current spanning condition requires linear dependence of
 the vectors of returns. However, linear dependence is not a sufficient condi?
 tion; what is required is that condition (11) hold for every j. The following
 example shows that this is stronger than linear dependence: Suppose we add a
 fourth firm to the present example:

 y4(b4) = (1,1,2).

 Then, while the set (yi,y2,y3,y4) is linearly dependent, y4 cannot be written as a
 linear combination ofthe first three. Finally, note that current spanning does not
 imply completeness; for example, if a fourth zero component is added to the
 vector of returns of the above example, the market will still satisfy current
 spanning but will be incomplete.

 Theorem 1: Suppose that firm,/, 1 <j < J, chooses bf and that (xff?,bf)
 maximizes Ui9 1 < / < /. Then, if current spanning holds, an individual / who
 holds shares of the firm at period zero (i.e., ftj > 0) will prefer that firm j
 choose retained earnings such that bj maximizes net present value of the firm:

 Pj ~ Pbbj. (12)

 Furthermore, the maximization of (12) is equivalent to the maximization of

 2 QmyjmiZjmibj)) ~ Pbbj (13)
 m

 with the implicit prices {qln} taken to be constant.

 Note: Two remarks are appropriate at this point. First, we do not assume that
 the implicit prices {qln} are constant. Rather, we shall prove that personalized
 maximization ofthe net present value when current spanning holds is equivalent
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 to maximizing (13) as if the {qln} were constant. Second, note that (13) is
 derived by substituting equation (9) into equation (12). Since implicit prices
 may vary among individuals and since both (12) and (13) depend on implicit
 prices, individuals will, in general, not agree on the value-maximizing level of
 retained earnings bj.

 Proof: Since pb is positive, maximization with respect to the retained earnings
 is equivalent to maximization with respect to the bonds bj. Differentiating
 Ui yields the first-order conditions

 dUj = dUj dxi0 dUj dxim =
 dbj dxi0 dbj m dxim dbj

 (14)

 The current spanning assumption allows consumer / to achieve any de?
 sired consumption vector withfj = 0, since firms h =t j span firm/s produc?
 tion vector. Thus we may write the budget constraints (4) and (5) as

 Xio = 2 fijiPj - Pbbj + yj0) - 2 fihPh + <oi0 + bt - pbbt (15)

 = 2 fihyhm + bi + 0)b
 h?j

 Therefore, (14) becomes

 dUj _ dUj f/dpj
 dbj dx0 \dbj

 Pb ) = 0.

 (16)

 (17)

 Thus, iffj = 0, (17) always holds. Ifftj > 0, (17) is the necessary condition
 for the maximization of (12).

 To establish the second part of the theorem, recall equation (9). We
 now have

 dPj d dyjm
 ?~ ~ Pb = ?" (2 qlmyjm) - Pb= LQm -J7~
 dbj dbj m m dbj

 Recalling (15) and (16), we have

 i dyjm

 . ^ OQm /io\
 + 2 yjm ?? Pb- (18)

 m Obj

 dPi_

 dbj
 Pb= Iii,

 dbj

 + 2 ym
 uiUbj PbK ? dxi0

 u?
 dU0

 oXio
 -Pb, (19)

 where U0 and Um denote the appropriate partial derivatives of C/{. Therefore,

 dPi

 dbj
 - Pb  2q i Jy*

 where

 c = 1 - 2 yjm \U0
 dUrr

 dxi()

 dbj

 - Un

 ~ Pb

 dUo\fij
 dxi0 ) UI

 (20)

 By checking the second-order condition, it is clear that equating (20) to zero will
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 yield a sufficient as well as necessary condition for maximization of (13) or
 equivalently (12). This completes the proof.5

 Note 1: It might be asked how the behavioral assumptions underlying equations
 (15) and (16) can be integrated into a general equilibrium context, since in these
 equations we have explicitly assumed that consumer / reasons as if ftj = 0.
 In Section 6 we shall show that these assumptions are, in fact, consistent with
 general equilibrium. As we shall show, in equilibrium all ofthe following hold
 simultaneously:

 (1) Each individual chooses an optimal portfolio given firm actions. With
 current spanning, this portfolio is nonunique and thus leads to the choice out-
 lined in Theorem 1.

 (2) Were a vote to be held, each individual would vote as specified in
 Theorem 1. In fact, the equilibrium choices of the firms reflect the majority
 choice of initial shareholders, and there will be no further changes in retained
 earnings.

 (3) In equilibrium some individual / holds some of firm,/ (this follows from
 the equilibrium conditions), and this individual?even though he might prefer
 different retained earnings for firm,/?will not find it advantageous to change
 his portfolio, since no firm will change its production/retained earnings decision
 (point 2 above).

 Note 2: Theorem 1 is central to the paper. It might be appropriate to ask whether
 the results may be obtained under other assumptions. If we assume that each
 individual predicts the change in market prices following a change in firm
 policy on the basis of his present implicit prices, then Theorem 1 still holds.
 There is a certain amount of4 'rationality'' in such an assumption: In equilibrium,
 equation (9) always holds, and each individual /, knowing that in previous
 periods his implicit prices have always "predicted" market prices, might well
 assume that the same holds for the next period.

 The implicit prices qm may be viewed as consumer /'s present value for
 one unit of production in state m. Thus, Theorem 1 states that each initial share?
 holder prefers that firms in which he holds shares maximize the (personalized)
 net present value of production. It is intuitively obvious that shareholders may
 fail to agree about firm objectives simply because their implicit prices differ.
 This conflict was long ago resolved by Arrow (1964). If the returns of the
 securities span the set of states, the market is called complete. It is well known
 that in this case all implicit prices will be equal. We may therefore define a
 set of state prices as the common implicit prices of consumers, and?pro?
 vided these state prices are viewed as given?net present value is an appropri?
 ate objective function, and unanimity will follow.

 That markets are not, in general, complete makes it difficult for us to claim
 that shareholders will, in most cases, be unanimous as to firm choice.

 5 In the proof we should have dealt with the case where c = 0. However, this case may
 be solved trivially by one of the following methods: A suitable change in the initial condition
 fu and a>io will guarantee that c 41 0 without changing the individual's optimum. Alternatively,
 assume that for at least one state ra, the second derivative Um0 = 0. This is true, for example,
 for all states m if U is a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function. Then c = 0 becomes a
 cardinal property and may be changed by a suitable transformation of the utility function.
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 5. Majority choice
 ? In this section we show that, given current spanning, there always exists a
 choice of retained earnings for each firm which will be supported by a majority
 ofthe initial shareholders.

 Theorem 2: Suppose that firm j chooses its retained earnings ptfif and that
 (xf,ff,bf) maximizes Ut for / = 1, . . . , /. Then, if current spanning holds,
 there exists p^j which is preferred by a majority of initial shareholders
 (weighted by their initial shareholdings) to any other choice of retained earn?
 ings ptJbj. Moreover, in this setting, no individual shareholder will find it ad?
 vantageous to misrepresent his preferences, and thus each shareholder will
 vote sincerely.

 Note: Before we prove the theorem, several points should be noted. First,
 Bj may be equal to bf. If this is the case for every firm/ and if, furthermore,
 demands and supplies of all commodities and shares are equal, we have an
 equilibrium. In the next section we shall show that such an equilibrium (which
 we call a majority choice production equilibrium) exists. Second, it follows
 trivially from the previous discussion and from our proof of Theorem 2 that if
 markets are complete, the criterion of majority choice is equivalent to the
 Arrow-Debreu criterion. Third, although we assume that the production func?
 tions are concave, this is a sufficient condition which is not necessary. In the
 one good case discussed here, it is easy to construct an example of an 5-shaped
 production function which will yield the same result.

 Proof: By Theorem 1, each shareholder maximizes the expression (13):

 I qmyjm(bj) - pbbj
 m

 with respect to bj (orp^j). Since (13) is a nonnegative combination of concave
 functions combined with a linear function, it is concave. It now follows from
 our assumption that there exists a finite solution to the maximization problem
 of each consumer, that his preferences over the retained earnings of the firm
 are single-peaked.6

 It is well known that with single-peaked preferences and an odd number of
 voters, majority rule is a well-behaved procedure in the sense that it yields a
 single alternative as the outcome. This single alternative has the property that
 it cannot be defeated, in a pair-wise comparison, by any other alternative. (For
 basic references, see Black (1948, 1956) or Arrow (1963).)

 If each production function has one state m in which it is strictly concave,
 then consumers' preferences are strictly concave in retained earnings, and
 each consumer has a single most-preferred value of retained earnings. In
 this case, each voter reports his most-preferred alternative and the group's
 choice is the median of all these reported most-favored choices. This procedure
 is clearly nonmanipulable, as the only way a voter can change the outcome is
 in a direction which is lower than his preference.

 If the production function is not strictly concave in any state, it is possible

 6 The existence of a finite solution is guaranteed by our assumption that the production
 functions are bounded (Section 2).
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 that consumers' preferences are not strictly concave, and that the most-
 preferred level of retained earnings is not a single point, but rather lies in an
 interval. Black (1956) calls this "single peaked with a plateau" and shows that
 the majority choice procedure is essentially the same for this case as for the
 strictly concave case. In this case?as well as in other cases involving an even
 number of voters or an irrational number of shares, for example?a tie-breaking
 procedure may be needed. Furthermore, an appropriate choice of tie-breaker
 leads to a unique outcome. Q.E.D.

 The majority choice (with possible tie-breaker) which we have invoked in
 Theorem 2 consists essentially of choosing the median ofthe expressed prefer?
 ences of initial shareholders. Since the median of an array of numbers is a con?
 tinuous function ofthe elements ofthe array, we have the following corollary:

 Corollary: The outcome of the voting procedure presented in Theorem 2 is a
 continuous function of the individual reported (and sincere) preferences over
 the retained earnings p^j.

 6. The existence of a majority choice production equilibrium

 ? The aim of this section is to establish the existence of an equilibrium in
 which every firm chooses retained earnings which have the approval of the
 majority of its shareholders. The proof follows traditional equilibrium proofs,
 and we shall give details sparingly.

 Definition: p*, (xf,ff,bf), (zf,bf) is an equilibrium if

 (El) I a>i0 + I yj0(z%) - 5>?0 " I z% = 0;
 i j i j

 (E2) X % + I yjm(z%) - I xfm - X z% = 0;
 i j i j

 (E3) 2/a=l, foraU/;
 i

 (E4) 2 bt + 2 bf = 0;
 i j

 (E5) consumers maximize the utility of consumption subject to the budget
 constraints (4) and (5); and

 (E6) firms choose retained earnings which would not be defeated by a majority
 of their initial shareholders, were these shareholders to maximize the
 firm's (personalized) net present value of production viewing their im?
 plicit prices as constant.

 Note: If current spanning holds, then by Theorem 1 consumers do, in fact,
 maximize the net present value of production viewing their implicit prices as
 constant. As we noted after the proof of Theorem 1, however, there may be
 other circumstances under which the implicit prices could be viewed as con?
 stant. The above formulation allows for the more general case.

 Lemma: (E3) and (E4) => (El) and (E2).

 Proof: By assumption, consumers are insatiable. We may, therefore, assume
 equality in the budget constraint equations (4) and (5) for each consumer /.
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 Summing these equations, and assuming that there was equilibrium in the
 previous period gives the desired result.7 Q.E.D.

 By the above lemma we need consider only one market, namely the
 securities market, in our search for equilibrium.

 We now define a bounded economy as follows: Let A0 be a bound on
 feasible consumption and input vectors

 A0 = S ft)i0.
 i

 Similarly, we may bound consumption in state m by Am, where

 Am = 2 toim + 2 Jjm(-Ao).
 i j

 Now note that

 -A0 = ~(A0 + ^fjPj + 2 ?< + 2 *j) </?pj
 i i j

 < A0 + I fjPj + I fii + I ^ = A0.

 To see this, note thai f^Pj is the total payment given (received, in the case of
 short sales) when securities of firmj are bought (shorted) today. Since A0 is
 the bound on all wealth in the first period, at equilibrium no individual can spend
 (receive) more than this sum from purchases (sales) of any security.

 Note that the same bound applies to bt.
 Now define

 F\5 = JijPji

 and write the set of permissible vectors for consumer /

 Et(p,(Zj)) = {(xi9Fi9bt)\ \Fu\ ^ A0, \bi\ ^ A0

 \J = Xtf) = Aq, y) = Xim = Am,

 Xto ^ X fjPj ~ I Fi5 + 2 /uto - p^) + fif - p6ftf + a>t09
 j j j

 Fh
 Xim = 2* 3^jm ?" ?i ?" ^imj*

 We are now in a position to define the preference functions of individuals
 and firms. For individual / define

 Di(p,(Zj)) = Dt(p, z1? . . . , Zj) = {(xi9Fi9bi)\ ,xi maximizes Ux over all permis?
 sible vectors, and (xi9Fi9bi) is permissible}.

 7 Implicit in all our arguments are the following two conditions:

 I Bi + 1 6, = 0
 i i

 o>m + bt > 0, for all /.

 The first of these conditions may be thought of as an equilibrium condition from the previous
 period. The second condition we shall need to guarantee is that individual / has the possibility
 of consuming xiQ > 0. In a multiperiod model, both of these conditions would automatically be
 fulfilled.
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 For firm j define

 Dj(p,(zh),(Xi)) = Dj(p, zl9 . . . , Zj,xu . . . , X[) = {Zj\zj is the majority de?
 cision given xl9 . . . ,xi}.

 It is easily established thati^ is convex, and that Dt andDj are continuous,
 convex-valued set functions, given our assumption that the utility functions Ut
 have continuous derivatives. We may thus use the Kakutani fixed point
 theorem and standard equilibrium proof techniques (see, for example, Arrow
 and Hahn (1971) or Debreu (1959)) to establish the following theorem, which
 we give here without proof:

 Theorem 3: There exists a majority choice production equilibrium.

 7. Extensions and conclusions

 ? Our model can be extended to more than two periods as follows. In a
 rational-expectations framework, such as that of Radner (1972), the firm has to
 announce its plan for all time-event pairs, given prices and consumer plans.
 By a procedure similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1, it may be shown
 that in a framework of a sequence of one-period models, preferences about
 firm plans in any period / are held only by shareholders who purchased shares
 of the firm in the previous period t - \. But since this is exactly the case dis?
 cussed in our paper, it follows that our procedure can remain essentially
 unchanged for the multiperiod case.8

 To extend our results to the multicommodity case, note that if the firm
 buys bj (nominal value) of riskless bonds in period 0, it will maximize the
 first-period production income, subject to the constraint that the costs of the
 inputs may not exceed b}. Thus, the firm's income Ijm in period 1 is:

 Ijm(bj) = Max {yjm(zjm, . . . , z%n)},
 subject to

 k

 h=l

 where zjm, . . . , z%n are the k inputs in state m, and where (plm, . . . , pK?})
 is the commodity price vector associated by all consumers with state m. Thus,
 we assume, as does Radner (1972), that "traders have common expectations,
 . . . [i.e.,] they associate the same (future) prices to the same events."

 Since yjm is concave in the inputs, it is well known that Ijm(bj) will be
 concave in its argument bj. Initial shareholders will have preferences on the re?
 tained earnings which are both concave and single-peaked in this case, since
 they maximize expression (13) where Ijm(bj) is substituted for yjm.

 To conclude, we have shown that under the current spanning assumption,
 shareholders have single-peaked preferences over the firm's retained earnings.
 Their expressed preferences over the retained earnings will be their true prefer?
 ences, and majority rule will yield a single (and stable) outcome. The initial
 shareholders will be the only individuals to have strong preferences (i.e., be
 nonindifferent) over the retained earnings, and each one of them prefers that

 8 For a discussion of the multiperiod rational expectations model with securities markets,
 see Benninga (1979).
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 firms in which he holds shares maximize the net present value of production.
 Moreover, an equilibrium exists in which all firms choose plans approved by a
 majority of their shareholders.
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